
PROBLEM OF THE WEEK

Solution of Problem No. 1 (Spring 2012 Series)

Problem: Three hundred men sit around a circular table. The men are numbered 1–300

and each man has two neighbors. (The neighbors of 1 are 2 and 300, and the neighbors of

300 are 1 and 299.)

There are three hundred waiters, also numbered from 1 to 300. Each waiter has an urn

containing three balls, one lettered L, one C and one R. Each waiter y draws a ball at

random from his urn and if the ball is lettered L, delivers a dessert to the man to the

left of man y. If the letter is C man y gets the dessert, and if the letter is R the man to

the right of man y gets the dessert. Call a man lucky if he gets three desserts. Find the

greatest possible number of lucky men, and the probability that this many men are lucky.

Solution: (by Landon Lehman, Senior, Physics, Purdue University)

It is possible for every third man to get three desserts, and so the maximum

number of lucky men is 300/3 = 100. But the condition of every third man

getting three desserts can be achieved in three distinct ways: (1) the men

numbered 1,4,7,10, . . . ,298 each get three desserts, (2) the men numbered

3,6,9,12, . . . ,300 each get three desserts. Since each of these distinct ways

requires every one of the 300 waiters to do something he has a 1 out of 3

chance of doing, each way has a probability of 1/3300. But since there are

three ways, the probability that 100 men are lucky is 3(1/3300) = 1/3299.

The problem was also solved by:

Undergraduates: Kilian Cooley (Jr. Math & AAE), Kaibo Gong (Sr. Math), Andrew

Green (EE), Ding Ke (Fr. Engr.), Jun Hyuk Lee (Sr. CS), Bennett Marsh (Fr. Engr.),

Ying Xu (Fr. Engr.), Lirong Yuan (So.)

Graduates: Paul Farias (IE), Rodrigo Ferraz de Andrade (Math), Dat Tran (Math), Tairan

Yuwen (Chemistry)

Others: Manuel Barbero (New York), Gruian Cornel (Cluj-Napoca, Romania), Hubert

Desprez (Paris, France), Elie Ghosn (Montreal, Quebec), John Karpis (Miami Springs,

FL), Steven Landy (Physics Faculty, IUPUI), Jason Rahman (High School Senior, Hazle-

ton, IN), Craig Schroeder (Postdoc. UCLA), Pawan Singh (United Kingdom), Jason L.

Smith (Professor, Phys. & Math. Richland Community College), Patrick Soboleski (Math

teacher, Zionsville Community HS), Steve Spindler (Chicago) Benjamin Tsai (NIST),

Jiehua Chen and William Wu (The Math Path)


